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Visit www.kasten.fi/en/Products/Museum-Systems/Mobile-Painting-Frames1/ for the latest information.

Description

Related References

Moss Kunstmuseum, Norway
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Mobile painting frames from Bruynzeel, also known as
Compactus  ArteStore painting frames, make optimal use of the
available space by using only a single aisle. The mobile frames
can be moved singly or with more than one at the same time,
creating an aisle wherever necessary. You almost double your
storage capacity.

Mobile painting frames: store different objects in one system

In one mobile painting frame system, bases fitted with mesh panels 
can be combined with bases fitted with shelves, drawers,  or other
accessories. You are able to store many different objects in one
system. 

Three different drive options

Compactus  ArteStore mobile painting can be equipped with an
electronic Compactus  Dynamic XTR or Compactus  Dynamic Pro
XTR drive and a manual Compactus  Original XTR.

Optimal protection of your collection

In addition to maximum storage capacity, Compactus  Dynamic
XTR and Compactus  Dynamic Pro XTR will also provide optimal
protection of your collection.

You realise low-vibration movement of the mobiles thanks to ‘soft start’ and ‘soft stop’.
To guarantee increased ventilation for your collection, Compactus Dynamic XTR and Compactus  Dynamic Pro XTR can
be programmed with a night mode setting. 
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Mobile Painting Frames is a product in
the category

Pull Out Painting Frames

Static Painting Frames
Cabinets
Shelving
Racking
Mobile Shelving & Racking

Please visit www.kasten.fi to see our other
products.
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We strive for perfection for your collection
The main focus when designing a museum solution is to preserve
your valuable and irreplaceable collection. Conservation is the key
word where museum repositories are concerned. In addition, the
collection should be accessible at all times. After all, we believe that
the perfect preservation of your collection and optimum accessibility
go hand in hand.

With our Bruynzeel ArteStore museum range we are confident
Bruynzeel will have the solution to best meet your needs.
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 Compactus
Dynamic Pro XTR

Compactus
Dynamic XTR

Compactus
Original XTR

 

Focus on space efficiency

   

Almost doubles the storage capacity. X X X
 

Focus on accessibility

   

All stored objects are easy and quickly accessible. X X X
Allows double-sided operation. X X  
 

Focus on convenience

   

Effortless operation by ”One touch” controller. X X  
Intelligent 3.5" LCD touch screen for advanced operation. X  
Aisle lighting switches on automatically when bases start moving. X X  
Accommodates users with special needs. X  
 

Focus on conservation

   

Vibration free movement by soft start – soft stop. X X  
Interface with safety and environmental systems. X X  
Night mode. X  
Completely emission-free thanks to steel with 100% cover of the epoxy
coating and aluminium floor.

X X X

 

Focus on multifunctionality

   

The storage in painting frames can be combined with storage on
shelves or drawers.

X X X

 

Focus on flexibility

   

Available in different dimensions to accommodate the size of the
collection items.

X X X

Flexible programming of access control. X   

® ® ®
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Focus on safety

   

Ailse safety. X X X
Motor Current Monitoring System. X X  
Photoelectric cells. X X  
Motion detection. X X  
Complies with international safety standards. GS, CE, EN 15095,

IEC 60950
GS, CE, EN 15095,

IEC 60950
GS

 

Focus on quality and sustainability

   

Produced according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. X X X
Meets important international quality standard RAL. X X X

Specifications
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Floor options

Solid rails, manufactured from cold rolled steel can be fixed:

In the concrete floor.
In a raised floor with aluminium ramp for easy access.
In an emission free aluminium floor for best protection of the stored items.

Dimensions

Painting frames consist of Mesh panels with mesh 50x50x3mm.
Mobile base and mesh panel length: up to 12 meter.

Load capacity

25 kg/m² on each side of the mesh panel. 
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Accessories

Painting suspension brackets
The special painting suspension
brackets, mounted in the mesh, ensure
secure suspension.
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